
 

 

SLUGTERRA EDITION 

 

Winter’s coming and we all like to snuggle up with some television so we decided to take on the topic of slugterra! 
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 Slugterra was a Canadian animated television series created 
by Asaph Fipke. The series was produced by the Canadian 
animation studio Nerd Corps Entertainment, a subsidiary 
of DHX Media. It premiered on Family Chrgd (formerly Disney 
XD (Canada)) on September 3, 2012 and began broadcasts in 
the United States the following month. 

Since the series' debut, three seasons were broadcast with 
exactly 13 episodes each, followed by several specials and 
movies. In September 2014, a fourth season with 13 episodes 
was announced which includes a fourth movie, Eastern 
Caverns, which had a theatrical release during August 2015 in 
Canada and later began airing on TV in Canada as four 
separate episodes starting January 17, 2016. Season 4 aired 
from January to April 2016. A fifth movie, Into the Shadows, 
was released theatrically in August 2016 in Canada, and later 
began airing on TV in Canada as four separate episodes in 
October 2016. Since then, there haven't been any upcoming 
episodes or specials announced; at this point, it is unclear if 
the series is on hiatus or cancelled. 

Several products tied to the series have been released, 
including action figures and video games. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asaph_Fipke
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DHX_Studios_Vancouver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DHX_Media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_Chrgd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disney_XD_(Canada)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disney_XD_(Canada)


 

Here are the slugs from Slugterra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So, what are slugs?
Slug is a common name for an apparently shell-less creature which lives in 
Slugterra. They have special powers according to their elements, which are: 
Fire, Water, Air, Earth and Energy. These are the basic elements. The 
secondary elements are Metal, Toxic, Ice, Plant, Shadow and Psychic. There 
are 5 Elemental Slugs which were first of their kind. They are the progenitors 
of all other slugs, so if one were to be corrupted, all the slugs of its lineage 
would suffer the same effects. So, in effect, if the Air Elemental were to be 
Ghouled, all other air slugs will become ghouls, such as Hoverbug, 
Flatulorhinkus, Gazzer, Tormato and Slyren. 

When these slugs are fired with the help of Blasters, they reach a velocity of 
one hundred miles per hour and transform into a stronger form called 
Velocimorph which can be highly destructive. Once they are fired, they can 
only be re-used if their Slingers are fast in picking them up and reloading. 

Otherwise, they will return to the slinger's hideout if they are friendly to 
them. All Slug-Slingers have to expand their arsenal, so they may use certain 
techniques such as communicating and using special slug collecting devices. 

Slugs need be fed regularly so that they remain healthy, and baby slugs need 
extra special care to help them mature. If experienced enough, slugs can 
evolve into an even stronger form called a Mega Morph. To Mega Morph a 
slug needs to be shot at two hundred miles per hour, but the slug must be 
ready to handle the extra speed and power. If a slug is not experienced 
enough, it will get thrown off by the speed and the Mega Morph will fail. By 
equipping a blaster with an accelerator, the slinger can help a slug Mega 
Morph more easily. Slugs are kept in special cylinder-shaped cases called slug 
shells.  

 



 

 

Alternatives

Slug Control for single plants 

To protect single plants, you can use for example: 

• plant covers   
• garden cloches 
• slug collars. 

 

  

Protective Plant Covers Garden Cloches Slug Collars 

Check prices on Amazon Check prices on Amazon Check prices on 

Amazon(Europe) 

Copper for raised beds, planters & pots 

Control slugs with copper and use for example:  

• copper-tape 
• copper-mesh 
• copper-wire. 

 

 

 

Slug Repellent Copper Tape Copper Mesh Fence Copper Wire 

Check prices on Amazon Check prices on Amazon Check prices on Amazon 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/COM-FOUR%C2%AE-plants-Growth-approx-pieces/dp/B01N16AYAD?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Haxnicks-50-1110-Victorian-Transparent-15x20x25/dp/B001RHCK5I?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Agralan-HA137-Slug-Collars-Pack/dp/B001HAU7XW?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Agralan-HA137-Slug-Collars-Pack/dp/B001HAU7XW?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Copper-Foil-Tape-Conductive-Adhesive/dp/B0728C7RYX?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Snail-Offence%C2%AE-Copper-Fence-Barrier/dp/B072MQFCM7?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Unplated-Copper-Round-Wire-1-0mm/dp/B00L2AG3B2?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/COM-FOUR%C2%AE-plants-Growth-approx-pieces/dp/B01N16AYAD?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Haxnicks-50-1110-Victorian-Transparent-15x20x25/dp/B001RHCK5I?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Agralan-HA137-Slug-Collars-Pack/dp/B001HAU7XW?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Copper-Foil-Tape-Conductive-Adhesive/dp/B0728C7RYX?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Snail-Offence%C2%AE-Copper-Fence-Barrier/dp/B072MQFCM7?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Unplated-Copper-Round-Wire-1-0mm/dp/B00L2AG3B2?tag=schnectest08-21


 

 

Slug Control for larger areas and garden beds 

To protect larger areas, you can use for example: 

• slug fences 
• sheep wool pellets. 

   

Slug Fence Set: Small Slug Fence Set: For 6m² Sheep Wool Pellets 

Check prices on Amazon Check prices on 

Amazon (Europe) 

Check prices on Amazon 

 

 

 

 

Let’s get back to slugterra   

Did you know that slugterra trading cards exist?                                           

You can find them online                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/SWISSINNO-Solution-1220001K-Slug-Barrier-Green/dp/B005AUMSGY?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bellissa-Schneckenblech-corner-Gartenwelt-Riegelsberger/dp/B00YE86ZS0?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bellissa-Schneckenblech-corner-Gartenwelt-Riegelsberger/dp/B00YE86ZS0?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vitax-3-5L-Natural-Barrier-Pellets/dp/B00AFSKZBQ?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/SWISSINNO-Solution-1220001K-Slug-Barrier-Green/dp/B005AUMSGY?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bellissa-Schneckenblech-corner-Gartenwelt-Riegelsberger/dp/B00YE86ZS0?tag=schnectest08-21
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Vitax-3-5L-Natural-Barrier-Pellets/dp/B00AFSKZBQ?tag=schnectest08-21


 

 

Here Is a checklist for your trading cards  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                          

 

                                 RECYCLE  

                                 SLUG IT’S are now printed on recycled paper as to save  

                                  The rainforests ,also 50% of the paper you are holding was once a coffee cup destined for landfill                                         
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